MR motility imaging in Crohn's disease improves lesion detection compared with standard MR imaging.
To evaluate retrospectively in patients with Crohn's disease (CD) if magnetic resonance (MR) motility alterations correlate with CD typical lesions leading to an increased detection rate. Forty patients with histologically proven CD underwent MR enterography (MRE), including coronal cine sequences (cine MRE), in addition to the standard CD MR protocol. Two blinded readings were performed with and without cine MRE. Locations presenting motility alterations on the cine sequences were analysed on standard MRE for CD-related lesions. This was compared with a second reading using the standard clinical MRE protocol alone. The number of lesions localised by cine MRE and identified on standard MRE compared with standard MRE alone were 35/24 for wall thickening (p = 0.002), 24/20 for stenoses (p = 0.05), 17/11 for wall layering (p = 0.02), 5/3 for mucosal ulcers (p = 0.02) and 21/17 for the comb sign (p = 0.05). Overall, cine MRE detected 35 more CD-specific findings than standard MRE alone (124/89; p = 0.007) and significantly more patients with CD-relevant MR findings (34/28; p = 0.03). CD lesions seem to be associated with motility changes and this leads to an increased lesion detection rate compared with standard-MRE imaging alone.